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Abstract. A data processing network is as a set of (software) com-
ponents connected through communication channels to apply a series
of operations on data. Realization and maintenance of large-scale data
processing networks necessitate an architectural approach that supports
analysis, verification, implementation and reuse. However, existing tools
and architectural styles fall short to support all these features. In this pa-
per, we introduce an architectural style and framework for documenting
and realizing data processing networks. Our framework employs reusable
and composable data filters. These filters are annotated with their de-
ployment information. The overall architecture is specified with an XML-
based architecture description language. The specification is processed
by a toolset for analysis and code generation. The framework has been
utilized for defining and realizing an environmental monitoring applica-
tion.
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1 Introduction

Data collection, processing and interpretation are essential tasks for almost all
scientists. Automating these tasks is important (and sometimes necessary) to
save time and prevent errors. Unfortunately, not all scientists have the neces-
sary computer science background to realize this automation. They have to use
standard tools, create scripts for different data processing steps and manually
integrate them. This approach is not always adequate. In some research domains,
there are too many data processing tasks. The integration of these tasks is subject
to complex inter-task dependencies and timing constraints. Moreover, the pro-
cessing tasks can be distributed among multiple computers at remote locations.
The CCES project RECORD [18] is an example for this case, where scientists
need to monitor and analyze data regarding a river and its surroundings to cali-
brate their environmental models. Such cases demand the development of a data
processing network (DPN), which we define as a set of (software) components
connected through communication channels to apply a series of operations on
data.
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The realization of a DPN should be documented with an architecture de-
scription to facilitate communication, analysis and verification, and to support
implementation and reuse. Otherwise, realizing and maintaining a large-scale
DPN design can be cumbersome. DPNs can be documented with a set of ex-
isting architectural styles [11] such as the Pipe-and-Filter style [6] or its vari-
ants [16]. These styles can be sufficient for documentation and communication
purposes. Analysis and verification can also be supported if the architecture is
formally specified [2]. However, the lack of an architectural framework hinders
the possibility for automated analysis, reuse and code generation.

In this paper, we introduce an architectural framework called DAPNA for
documenting, analyzing and realizing DPNs. The framework employs compos-
able data filters. These filters can be reused both within the same project and
across different projects. The DPN architecture is described using a style that
we have defined as a specialization of the Pipe-and-Filter style. In addition, this
style also incorporates deployment information in terms of annotations on data
filters that can be distributed on the Internet or on intranets. The overall DPN
architecture is specified with an XML-based architecture description language
(ADL). The specification is processed by a toolset for analysis and code genera-
tion. The framework has been utilized for defining and realizing an environmental
monitoring application in the context of the CCES Project RECORD [18] case
study.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
DAPNA and its utilization for analysis and realization of a DPN. In Section 3,
we discuss the actually applied case study for environmental monitoring. In
Section 4, related previous studies are summarized. Finally, in Section 5 we
discuss some future work issues and provide the conclusions.

2 The DAPNA framework

The overall process for realizing a DPN with DAPNA is depicted in Figure 1. The
designer specifies the DPN using an XML-based ADL, for which we have devised
an XML schema [13]. The DAPNA framework [13] processes such a description
for analysis and code generation. First it analyzes the provided architecture
description for checking its conformance to the architecture style and violation
of any constraints. It also checks if the specified DPN is connected without
missing any links. If there is an error detected, the analysis results are provided
to the designer. If not, DAPNA generates a set of deployment packages. These
packages should be copied and executed on the corresponding deployment nodes
as specified in the architecture description.

We have performed a domain analysis [3] to define the basic concepts and
their relations pertaining to a DPN. By investigating the literature [12] and ex-
ample applications [18], we have defined a domain model [13]. Based on this
domain model and the existing Pipe-and-Filter style [6], we have defined our
ADL that defines the set of elements and relations taking part in a DPN archi-
tecture description. In addition to the basic concepts such as pipes and filters,
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Fig. 1. The overall process for DPN realization.

we have introduced the concept of binding to support the (hierarchical) com-
position of filters. Furthermore, we have defined particular types of data sinks
and data sources that are common in a DPN. DPN elements, relations and their
properties can be found in [13].

DAPNA comprises a reusable library of communication primitives, data source
and sink definitions, and data filters. This library can be further extended with
user-defined, composable data filters. In addition to the filter elements, DAPNA
provides several reusable abstractions for data sources, serilalization options,
random data generators (for training purposes) and conditional data flows. An
overview of the framework elements can be found in [13]. The framework hides
many implementation details from the user. For instance, the utilization of com-
munication mechanisms (i.e., TCP/IP sockets) is taken care of by the framework
according to the topology specified in the documented DPN. Furthermore, the
input ports, transformations and output ports are all equipped with standard
recovery mechanisms [13]. For example, if a node within the DPN is temporarily
unavailable, the other nodes retransmit messages within a predefined interval.
When the number of (unsuccessful) attempts exceed a threashold, the node fail-
ure is reported to the user.

In the following, we first explain the specification of a DPN with DAPNA.
Then, in the next section, we discuss the application of DAPNA on a case study.
The following listing shows the overall structure of a DPN description specified
with our XML-based ADL [13].
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1 <project >

2 <filters >

3 <filter name=" Sample Filter"

4 runat ="127.0.0.1" buffer ="10" >

5 <input > ... </input >

6 <transformation > ... </transformation >

7 <output > ... </output >

8 </filter >

9 ...

10 </filters >

11 </project >

Listing 1.1. The basic structure of a DPN description.

The description consists of a root element called <project>, which contains
a <filters> element. The <filters> element consists of a set of <filter> el-
ements. The <filter> element has three attributes: name, runat and buffer

(optional). The first attribute depicts the filter name and must be unique. The
second attribute shows the IP address of the machine where the filter will be
deployed on. The last attribute indicates the maximum number of data pack-
ages inside the internal buffer. A <filter> element has three sub elements: an
<input> element, a <transformation> element and an <output> element.

The <transformation> element defines how the incoming data packets will
be processed. Hereby, one of the predefined transformations (e.g., merge) can be
used. Optionally, an external application can be utilized to process data packets.
The following listing shows an example transformation definition that makes use
of MATLAB [4].

1 <transformation type=" external">

2 <command >matlab.exe </command >

3 <parameters >

4 <parameter >-nodesktop </parameter >

5 <parameter >-wait </parameter >

6 <parameter >-r</parameter >

7 <parameter >load(’%f’); correlatePixels (); save -v6

’%f’; exit;</parameter >

8 </parameters >

9 ...

10 </transformation >

Listing 1.2. A transformation definition that makes use of an external application.

Note that the type attribute is defined as external. The use of the external
application is specified including a set of parameters within the parameters

element.
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The other two sub elements of a <filter> element are the <input> and
<output> elements. These elements comprise (possibly) multiple <port> ele-
ments. An example <port> element is listed in the following.

1 <port name=" output" type=" gateway">

2 <conditions >

3 <condition name=" weekdays">

4 <time type=" lessequal">

5 <format >M</format ><value >5</value >

6 </time >

7 </condition >

8 <condition name=" weekend">

9 <not ><reference name=" weekdays "/></not >

10 </condition >

11 </conditions >

12 <pipes >

13 <pipe destination ="Node1.input" condition =" weekend"

type="tcp">

14 <portnumber >1444 </ portnumber >

15 </pipe >

16 </pipes >

17 </port >

Listing 1.3. An OutputPort of type gateway.

Each <port> element has two attributes: name and type. The name must be
unique. The output can be stored in a file, presented on the screen, or it can
be sent to another filter for further processing. In the example listing above,
the filter type is defined as gateway, which means that the output should be
passed to connected and active pipes that are defined in the <pipes> element
as part of the <port> element. The <pipes> element consists of a set of <pipe>
elements, each of which has three attributes: destination, condition (optional)
and type. Pipes can connect filters residing at both local and remote hosts. The
condition attribute contains the name of a condition that determines whether
the pipe accepts data packages.

3 Case Study

The CCES project RECORD [18] is investigating the effects of restoring a river
on flora, aquatic fauna, river morphology and ground water. One aspect of the
project is the development of a model for river morphology changes. To evaluate
the proposed models, the researchers installed two towers with cameras taking
pictures on a regular basis at least once per day over three years. During floods,
the rate of taking pictures has to be increased significantly. The pictures docu-
ment the gravel bars in a restored river segment. From these pictures, the shape of
the gravel bar must be inferred using image processing techniques. These shapes
can then be compared with the shapes derived from the morphology models.
The huge amount of pictures requires automation of the image processing. Since
image processing is based on classification of image properties, the classification
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has to be trained especially after bigger changes in the morphology, thus, this
again is a repetitive process. A detailed description of the hydrological aspects
concerning image processing can be found in [15].

Fig. 2. A data processing view for the CCES project RECORD [18] case study.

Figure 2 shows an example DPN architecture with a graphical notation [13].
This is a simplified example used within the CCES project RECORD [18] case
study. Here, the DPN is based on a training part (upper part of Figure 2) and an
analysis part (lower part of Figure 2). The Training step consists of two filters:
the Reference Area filter determines the areas within the picture which are most
discriminative for the classification of water pixels for differentiating water and
non water pixels. In the Pixel Correlation filter, relationships between pixels
are inferred, i.e., if a pixel is classified as water, then all its correlated pixels
are water. The Training step uses as input an information consisting out of a
collection of Training Data provided by a filter and a set of configuration Settings
provided again by a filter. The two inputs are assembled in a Merge filter, where
each training image is associated with the configuration settings, comparable to
a database join operation.

The Analyze step uses as input the merged configuration Setting information,
the output of the Training and the pictures Acquired from the towers. First, the
Colour-based Pixel Classification filter uses the RGB value distributions derived
in the training step to classify pixels as water or non-water. This result is then
further processed by applying the derived pixel correlations from the training
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step. The outcome of the Analyze step is sent to the Store filter, which stores
the incoming information in the file system without further processing. In this
example, the data processing is not distributed. The filters related to training
and analysis are deployed on the same node, labelled as Server ; however, the
acquisition of data is performed at a remote site (i.e., Project Site).

Documenting a DPN in conformance to an architecture style makes the data
processing steps, their relationships and the overall topology explicit. As such,
it facilitates the communication of architectural design decisions. Furthermore,
it supports domain-specific analysis, code generation and reuse.

We have evaluated the usability of the DAPNA framework in the context of
the CCES project RECORD [18]. At the moment of writing this paper, a func-
tional DPN has not been deployed yet in the field. However, we have designed
a DPN and utilized the DAPNA framework to realize the corresponding system
on a local testbed with real data flow. The system has worked on over a thou-
sand images of the use case within a day. We have observed that the high level
definition of the pipes makes it easy to chain the various transformations. As
a drawback we noticed, the users were not completely comfortable with editing
XML documents. Hence, we plan to realize a graphical editor in the Eclipse
GMF framework. Another challenge is the definition and integration of locally
installed tools and their integration with the DPN. It turned out that executing
external scripts on different platforms and operating systems required different
parameters in the DPN specification.

4 Related Work

A comparison of architectural styles for network-based software architectures
can be found in [9]. In this work, after a classification and comparison of the
existing styles, the Representational State Transfer (REST) style for distributed
hypermedia systems is introduced. In comparison with ours, the REST style is
more focused on the network properties instead of the data processing aspects.
Depending on the interest of the stakeholders, both styles can be utilized as part
of an architecture description.

Many algorithms have been developed for stream processing [12] and in par-
ticular for image processing [14, 17]. Our approach provides the means to docu-
ment the utilization, composition and configuration of these solutions as part of
the software architecture design.

Workflows can be created with a Workflow Management Systems like Kepler
[10] or Taverna [19] using an intuitive drag-and-drop interface. A workflow is
defined as the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which
documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for
action, according to a set of procedural rules [7]. A DPN is in fact a workflow, but
a workflow is not always a DPN. DAPNA is specialized for defining and realizing
DPNs. In addition, DAPNA supports distributed deployment and processing by
definition. Workflows may implicitly support some decentralization aspects, but
there is usually a central system needed to execute the workflow.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have introduced DAPNA, an architectural framework for documenting, ana-
lyzing and realizing data processing networks (DPNs). DAPNA abstracts away
many implementation details, while enabling designers to develop, configure and
deploy DPNs. As such, our approach makes the development of DPNs less effort-
consuming and less error-prone. In the future, we will investigate possibilities for
performing dynamic analysis and runtime integration of DAPNA with analysis
tools such as MATLAB [4].
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